














quality  Grid   service   for   the  HEP   applications   requires
effective   operations   structure   and   organization,   proper
user   and   operations   support,   flexible   and   efficient
management and monitoring tools.
Moreover,   easily   deployable   middleware   releases
should   be   provided   to   the   sites,   with   flexible
configuration   tools   suitable   for   heterogeneous   local
computing farms.
The organizational model,   the available tools and the
agreed   procedures   for   operating   the   national/regional
Grid infrastructures that are also part of the world­wide
EGEE  Grid   play   a   key   role   for   the   success   of   a   real
production  Grid,   as  well   as   the   interconnection  of   the






and   support   for   the   INFN­GRID/GRID.IT   production
Grid   (comprising   more   than   30   sites)   and   its
interconnection with the EGEE/LCG structure as well as






for   the   registration   procedure,  middleware   deployment
and certification procedure for all INFN­GRID sites.
Registration   Procedure:   the   Site   Manager   at   the
candidate   site   contacts   the   Italian   ROC   (Regional
Operation Centre) CMT, giving contact information and
service   level   definition   numbers   and   a   statement   of
acceptance   of   the   policy   documents.  When   the   CMT
agrees   it   is   a   good   candidate   site,   the   ROC   operator
creates the new site's record in the GOC (Grid Operation
Centre [1]) database. At this stage the site status is marked
as   “candidate”.   The   Resource   Administrator   at   the
candidate   site   enters   the   remaining   information   in   the
GOC database then requests validation by the ROC. If all







to  users   and  Virtual  Organisations   (VOs)   is   acceptable
even during the upgrade.
A   deployment   plan   is   published   whenever   a   new
middleware release is available.
Using the Italian ticketing system, site managers then
publish  downtime  advices   to   the   INFN­GRID calendar
and,   if   a   site   is   also   registered   in   the   EGEE   GOC
database, set downtime periods in the GOC database and
announce   it   through   the   EGEE   broadcast   tool     to   all
Virtual Organisation’s members. The site’s status is then
changed to “closed” in the site Information System.
In   a   typical   Grid   site,   installing   a   large   number   of
computers  with   the   same   characteristics   (e.g.   a   set   of
Worker Nodes) is a common issue. In this case the CMT
provides the site an automatic method to setup the farm,
where  each node has  the same basic configuration:   the
aim is to simplify the Grid middleware deployment in the
INFN­GRID/GRID.IT infrastructure. 
The   procedure   is   provided   through   documents
describing   how   to   setup   a   server   for   RedHat   OS




while   the  OS  installation   is  based  on  normal  Kickstart
files.  The  tool YAIM [3]   is  used  to   install/upgrade   the
middleware release.
Site   Certification   Procedure:  having   completed   the
procedures described above, the Resource Administrators
at the site should:  
• Apply   for   DTEAM   and   INFNGRID   VO
membership   to   allow  test   job   submission   to













The Italian ROC provides daily shifts to control  and
manage  the  Italian  production  Grid  infrastructure.  The
shifts are organized with 2 people per shift and 2 shifts
per day, Monday to Friday.  The team on duty logs all the
actions in a web-based logbook.  The log is passed to the
next shift to provide a summary of the current status of
the  Grid.  The  open/updated/closed  trouble  tickets,  the
status of Grid services and sites and the sites successful
certifications are logged.
During the shift the certification procedure is started for
those sites whose downtime advice expired.
GridICE,  a  grid  monitoring  tool  developed  in  the
EGEE/LCG framework [4], is used to check the status of
the production Grid services and information systems in
all the computing and storage resources.
Shifters on duty also use the Site Functional Tests page
[5] to check the status of Italian production sites, and look
at the GIIS status in all the production sites by accessing
the  LCG monitoring  map  [6] and  the  Italian  top  level






project,   implements   a   resource   usage   metering   and
economic   accounting   in   a   fully   distributed   Grid
environment.




querying   the   HLR,   it   is   possible   to   collect   usage
information  on  a   single  user  or  VO or  group  of  users
basis.





The  DGAS service   has  been   included   in   the   INFN­
GRID middleware releases starting with version 2.6.0.
Figure 1: DGAS architecture
The   deployed   software   includes   the   services   to   be
installed on the Computing Element (CE) and the Worker
































in   a   selected   set   of   sites   are   also   available,  making   it
possible, for example, to check whether during a specific







Reporting  data   currently  originate   from  the  GridICE
monitoring tool database. In the future, starting with the
INFN­GRID   2.7.0   deployment   release,   ROCRep   will
collect   data   directly   both   from   the   accounting   system
DGAS and from GridICE.




suite   of  web­based   tools  written   in   PHP.  A   complete





rights   in   order   to   give   local   support   and   to   populate
documentation sections. 
  XHelp   is   the   main   component   of   the   suite,
implementing   a   full   helpdesk   system   with   highly
configurable  ACLs (grouping  users,  site  administrators,
VO  supporters,  Central  Management  Team  members,
services technicians), unlimited custom fields (associating
specific details with tickets), modifiable ticket workflow,
per-user  profile  for  tickets  lists  (searches  can  be  saved
and  displayed  in  the  summary  page)  and  notification
system (email, web-based messaging, RSS feed).
All components are accessible from the main interface
of   the   portal,   providing   a   single   sign­on   point   of
registration/identification certificate­based. 
The end­user can open a request, view and follow his
own   tickets   and   related   replies;   a   supporter   can   view
tickets  assigned   to  his  own  groups,   add   responses   and
solutions, and change status/priority; a ticket manager can
moreover  work  with   attachments,  with  FAQ   and  with
ticket assignment (to other supporters and groups).
While   operating  on   tickets,   “side”   content   is   always
available for all classes of users (related to their access
level): Site Functional Tests in RSS form, site downtimes
calendaring   system,   file   archive,   net   query   tools,   IRC
applet,   contextual   questions   and   answers,   reports   from
CMT daily shifts.
Administration of all the components is web­based too,
enabling   a   restricted   group   of   users   to   manage   and
modify   behaviour   of   specific   elements   from   a   user­
friendly   GUI.   The   whole   system   is   written   in   object
oriented   PHP,   making   it   easy   to   extend   single
components,   deactivate   unneeded   ones,   hook  modules
among   them,   and   add   specific   functionalities   (like   the






Within   EGEE,   the   ROC   support   infrastructures   are
connected via a central integration platform provided by
the Global Grid User Support (GGUS) organisation. The
GGUS  model   is   described   in   detail   in   another   paper
presented at this conference [10].
Concerning   the   Italian   ROC,   the   XHelp   module




These  methods   are   called   by   APIs   available   in   most
programming   languages,   which   wrap   into   SOAP
messages   the   ticket   information   stored   in   the   XHelp
database, and send them to the WSDL contact URL.  This
way,   a   trouble   ticket   submitted  by   a   local  user   to   the
XHelp helpdesk which could not be solved locally, can be
escalated   by   the   local   supporter   across   the   ROC
boundaries.  The system allows for   ticket  assignment  to
any other support unit of GGUS, as well as all other ROC
helpdesks connected to GGUS via the interface.  In this
case,   the   ticket   is   shared   among   all   the   helpdesk’s
databases   involved   in   the  workflow,   it   can  be  updated
from   every   source,   and   any   updating   action   will
propagate towards all the other systems. 
On   the   other   direction,   trouble   tickets   originally
submitted to GGUS can be assigned to the Italian ROC,
triggering the automatic appearance of   the ticket   in  the
XHelp database, as well as the e­mail notification of the
relevant  support   team. In  this case,   the GGUS ticket  is
sent to XHelp through an XML formatted e­mail, which
is at first fetched from the mail server and then parsed by
an   importer   tool   running   as   a   cron   job   on   the  XHelp
server. The tool, written in Java, saves the ticket into the
XHelp  database,  marking   it   as  new  if   not   existing  yet
locally, or updating an already existing ticket. 
The possibility  of   replacing  the   importer   tool  with  a
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